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Description of the PhD thesis project

Cancer immunotherapy is a current focus in medical oncology. We have previously shown that the non-toxic and poorly immunogenic B-subunit of Shiga toxin (STxB) is an efficient natural vector for the delivery of cancer antigens to key regulatory cells of the immune system, the dendritic cells, leading to a therapeutic antitumor response.

The goal of the current program is to extend the scope of STxB as a dendritic cell targeting tool to the delivery of therapeutic siRNAs which are designed to block immunosuppressive mechanisms. For this, the major limiting step in siRNA delivery, i.e. endosomal escape to reach the cytosol, must be overcome. Of note, STxB has an intrinsic endosomal escape capability, and the current project aims at augmenting this characteristic to enable efficient siRNA delivery.

The PhD student will chemically modify STxB to achieve this goal, exploiting the fact that the host team within the Cellular and Chemical Biology unit at Institut Curie has recently established the full chemical synthesis and refolding of the STxB protein. Variants of STxB will be conjugated through click reactions to chosen chemical moieties. By working at the interface between organic chemistry and cell biology, we expect the PhD student to generate a patentable STxB delivery system that combines targeting specificity for dendritic cells with efficient translocation to the cytosol of siRNAs to interfere with the expression of immunosuppressive molecules. This should favor the development of a fully synthetic delivery platform technology with maximal crosspriming efficiency against cancer antigens.

The PhD student will profit from a striving international scientific environment at Institut Curie, with high end equipment in organic chemistry (500 MHz NMR, UPLC-MS…) and cell biology (55 light microscopy systems including lattice light sheet microscopy, electron microscopy…), regular seminars by world leading scientists, and cutting-edge training courses.
International, interdisciplinary & intersectoral aspects of the project

At the Institut Curie, the PhD student will be placed in an international environment with 385 students and 298 post-docs from 75 different countries. The PhD project furthermore involves international collaborations. It is expected to positively impact the ongoing efforts to develop the STxB technology for the clinical management of cancer by immunotherapy (6 patent families, 5 of which delivered in the US, Europe...).

The PhD student will be in direct interaction with an ongoing biotech company creation project. The PhD program is interdisciplinary by nature, linking chemistry, cell biology, and immunology. The focus can be modulated according to personal preferences. The PhD student will thereby be trained to become an independent thinker at the frontier between disciplines.
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Expected profile of the candidate

Confirmed keen interest in chemical biology. Outstanding academic track record. Solid training in any disciplines that are pertinent for the project, i.e., organic synthesis, cell biology, and/or biochemistry. Corresponding profiles are all welcome as long as the candidate has a strong drive to receive complementary training on site. Availability for international travel for collaborations. Mastery of the English language. Desire to be a team player in a highly dynamic international environment.